We leave tie desert
spirit of conscientious optimism. The young man with the
fowl in his hand, glancing up to me and seeing a respectable
brown abba draped over native saddle-bags, thought no more
of the matter. It is only the unexpected that ever makes a
customs officer think; avoid that and all is well. Passports,
though unintelligible, are not unexpected, and their subtle
international differences are not bothered about by the lower
grades of investigators. My appearance was normal; my
Prankish hat discreetly hidden on my lap; the policeman
invited us to lunch, heard our excuses with a good grace, and
waved us on. We went out into the loneliness again.
All that day we saw no other human being except, an hour
or so on, one tall man, wild and poor and contented, with
bushy eyebrows white with dust, and red rags held together
by a blue sash. His thighs were naked, and he strode down
with an air of strength and freedom through the inhospitable
weather, beating a litde donkey before him. After we left
him, our path began to climb.
The old Vali used to have a winter house on the banks of
the Gawi Rud, and we lunched amid its ruins and the ruins
of a village spread around it. The Philosopher woke sud-
denly from the depths of his habitual meditations and informed
me that he had lived here many years, and skipped about
among the crumbled walls with an astonishing agility,
pointing out this and that, with an almost indecent liveliness,
as if an old stiff-jointed goat should gambol like a kid. The
nearness of his hills and long-unvisited home gave Shah Riza
these accesses of enthusiasm, when his eyes, slighdy pulled
up at the corners into most engaging wrinkles, danced with
a smiling light so different from his own idea of correct be-
haviour for a religious and respectable maker of quilts.
In the quiet hour after food which should be filled with
benevolence, he and Alidad fell upon some misunderstanding:
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